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Benchmarking community detection methods on social media data
Benchmarking the performance of community detection methods on empirical social network data has
been identified as critical for improving these methods. In particular, while most current research focuses
on detecting communities in data that has been digitally extracted from large social media and telecom-
munications services, most evaluation of this research is based on small, hand-curated datasets. We argue
that these two types of networks differ so significantly that by evaluating algorithms solely on the former,
we know little about how well they perform on the latter. To address this problem, we consider the dif-
ficulties that arise in constructing benchmarks based on digitally extracted network data, and propose a
task-based strategy which we feel addresses these difficulties. To demonstrate that our scheme is effec-
tive, we use it to carry out a substantial benchmark based on Facebook data. The benchmark reveals that
some of the most popular algorithms fail to detect fine-grained community structure.
Keywords: community detection, benchmarking, evaluation, social networks, datamining, social media
data
1. Introduction
Community structure has been identified as playing a key role in the formation and function of many
systems, so it comes as no surprise that the topic topic has received a large amount of attention, with
hundreds of papers currently published on the topic every year. However, in the literature on the topic it
is commonly observed that although many community detection methods exist, we do not know which
ones work best on real data [12, 15, 29, 30].
This problem of evaluation on real data is so acute that, in what has been recognized as the authori-
tative review on the community detection problem, Fortunato states that our inability to properly bench-
mark algorithms has led to “a serious limit of the field” and that little is known about which methods
perform best in practice [12].
In this paper, we focus on this problem of evaluating community detection methods, focusing on
social networks. We first briefly review the history of community detection in order to reveal why the
benchmarking and evaluation are currently so problematic. Next we argue that recent attempts to solve
the problem of evaluation using large network datasets with “ground truth” data—while a step in the
right direction—are flawed because they do not properly deal with the fact that the ground truth data is
imperfect and incomplete.
We propose a modified benchmarking workflow which we believe appropriately utilizes an imperfect
set of ground truth communities. In this bencmark, we use the communities detected by an algorithm to
infer the value of node attributes related to community structure. The inference is done in a machine-
learning setting where the community assignment matrix is used as the features associated with each
node. The idea is that if the community detection algorithm has done a good job, then a machine
learning classifier should be able to use the community assignment matrix to accurately inferring such an
attribute. Finally, we run a benchmark using our proposed workflow on forty Facebook datasets. We find
that none of the methods we test automatically detect communities at all scales, and the methods become
most effective when run many times, each time with a different value for the resolution parameter.
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2. A Brief History of Community Detection
We present the following brief history of community detection because we believe the historical trends
we highlight are closely related to the currently inadequate standard of evaluation in the field of com-
munity detection. In short, we argue that up until the mid-1990s, community detection algorithms were
typically run on smaller, hand-curated datasets that were gathered specifically for research. Researchers
typically carefully curated these datasets and had well-informed prior knowledge on the community
structure. This expert knowledge, based on first-hand experience with the social system from which the
data was generated, could be used to set up benchmarks for community detection algorithms. However,
since then the focus has shifted to finding communities in larger datasets that are not purpose gathered,
but rather digitally extracted, i.e., mined from sources such as log files of web services and mobile
communication networks. While the community structure found in these datasets is potentially very
different, researchers continue to evaluate their algorithms on the smaller, purpose-gathered datasets.
This leaves us ignorant of how well community detection algorithms perform on larger, mined datasets.
With the objective of examining how improvements in community detection methods were eval-
uated, let us start by examining one of the earliest improvements: the introduction of the adjacency
matrix as a means of group detection. The adjacency matrix was meant to improve upon the “socia-
gram” introduced by Moreno in 1934 [20]. An example of a sociogram is depicted in fig. 1a. While the
sociogram as a method for visualization attracted immediate attention (the New York Times described it
as a “new science” [4]), laying out nodes and links by hand was criticized as too subjective: “at present,
the sociogram must be built by a process of trial and error, which produces the unhappy result that dif-
ferent investigators using the same data build as many different sociograms as there are investigators”
[11]. If one looks at fig. 1a, one can observe the grounds for this criticism: not only is it time-consuming
to draw such a diagram by hand, but it also seems that the group structure of the social network is not
very clear, and that it might be clearer if one had drawn it differently.
In 1946, Forsyth et al. proposed one could represent social networks with an adjacency matrix
[11]. The focus of their paper was a procedure for sorting the rows and columns of this matrix in
order “to present sociometric data more objectively, and to make possible a more detailed analysis of
group structure.” One can argue that the method presented in that paper is the first community detection
algorithm. The algorithm orders the entries in an adjacency matrix such that the community structure
should be apparent as dense blocks along the diagonal. In fig. 1b, we see the same social network as in
fig. 1a, but this time visualized using the technique proposed by Forsyth et al.
For our purposes, the most relevant part of this paper is how Forsyth et al. evaluate how well their
method works. Their evaluation can best be described as a sort of informal visual check. They present
fig. 1b and assert that the group structure is much clearer than it was when depicted using Moreno’s
sociogram method. They outline what they consider the groups to be in fig. 1b using faint dotted
lines to draw blocks along the diagonal axis. They simply assert that these boxes represent subgroups,
even though these subgroups are not described by Moreno. The important point is that, aside from the
visualization, there is no external evidence to support their claim that the subgroups are valid. Thus, the
evaluation employed here boils down to visualizing the output of the algorithm and asserting that one
can clearly see group structure.
In one sense, this is a poor evaluation: aside from their informal visual check, Forsyth et al. present
basically no empirical evidence that their method more objectively detects community structure. A
proper empirical evaluation might begin with several networks where the “ground truth” set of com-
munities is known, and then determine whether users of the new method are able to more accurately
identify the ground truth set of communities than when they use previously-existing techniques.
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(a) One of Moreno’s early sociograms (b) The same network depicted using Forsyth et al.’s
community detection method.
FIG. 1: The first community detection algorithm, introduced by Forsyth et al. in 1946 was supposed to
more objectively and clearly display community structure [11]. Because the network used for evaluating
the utility of the technique is small and hand-curated, the evaluation was informal, yet adequate.
However, from another perspective, the evaluation is adequate. The researcher who gathered data
such as in the example above (in this case H. H. Jennings) typically spends months carrying out surveys
on and observing the social system which produces the data. Even before any social network analysis is
performed, the researcher has a rich understanding of the social structure that exists among the subjects.
In this context, community detection methods are not meant to discover previously unknown structure;
rather, they are meant to support, augment, and “make objective” the expert knowledge built up over
months of observation and first-hand research.
Over the next fifty years, the datasets used to evaluate community detection algorithms were also
generally gathered by experts who had first-hand knowledge of the social system which the dataset
covered. Well-known examples include Zachary’s Karate Club [31], Sampson’s Monks [24], and the
Southern Women dataset [8]. Through their close observation, the researchers who collected this data
were able to group the nodes into communities based on events such as crises or social gatherings.
During this time, network datasets tended to be small (with fewer than 500 nodes, and often fewer than
50 nodes) and well-studied (in [13], Freeman synthesizes the findings of 21 methodological studies on
the Southern Women’s network alone).
Then, starting in the late 1990s, a new era of work on community detection began. This new era
was created in part by a new type of social network data that emerged in the form of digital records
such as mobile communication records or data from Facebook. While this new data still represents
social networks, it differs from the data that had be analyzed in the previous decades in important ways
because it is not collected personally by researchers.
First, the new data sets are typically not collected specifically for the purpose of a scientific study,
but rather extracted after the fact from logs or databases. As a result, the data may be messier (e.g.,
include a majority of users who have very low activity levels) and cover many social contexts for each
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(a) Zachary’s Karate Club [31]
(b) Facebook friendships at Caltech [28]
FIG. 2: On the left, a network which is typical of “hand curated” datasets gathered by a researcher in
the field. On the right an example of a “digitally extracted” dataset. We have reason to believe that the
structure of the communities in these two types of networks differs in important ways.
user. For example, in most of the datasets gathered up to the mid-1990s, only one social context would
be studied, such as activity in a club, at home, or in the workplace. On the other hand, in the more
modern datasets, such as Facebook data, social interactions from several social contexts are jumbled
together. Another important difference is that the more modern datasets are typically several orders of
magnitude larger than the earlier type. Figure 2 displays an example of what we will call a hand-curated
network and a digitally extracted network. Finally, whereas the goal of community detection on hand-
curated networks was often to make essentially known community structure more objective, the goal on
large digitally extracted networks is to uncover completely unknown community structure.
Due to these key differences between the old, hand-curated networks and the new, digitally extracted
networks, many new methods for the community detection problem were proposed. The field of com-
munity detection enjoyed booming popularity as more physicists, computer scientists, and social sci-
entists developed these new methods. We argue that when modern community detection methods were
evaluated on social network data something went wrong: rather than evaluating these new methods
on the new datasets for which they were designed, the new methods were often evaluated on the old
datasets. [6, 10, 14, 21]1 Thus, we know that many of the new community detection methods work well
on datasets like Zachary’s Karate Club or the Southern Women’s dataset, but we do not know how well
they work on larger, digitally extracted datasets, and this is the ignorance that Fortunato described in the
excerpt above.
Note that these new methods were evaluated on diverse types of data. For example, the Gene Ontol-
ogy and other annotation can be used to evaluate the modules found in protein-protein interaction net-
works [17]; product categorizations can be used to annotate the network of products co-purchased on
Amazon.com [30]. See [3] for an example of thorough evaluation on current datasets sets from these
1In some of these papers a larger social network was evaluated (such as the co-authorship network on arXiv), but these lacked
the ground-truth or meta-data necessary for a proper evaluation. These larger networks were typically employed only for com-
paring something other than how well the algorithm identifies all relevant community structure, such as which algorithm gets the
highest modularity or runs quicketst.
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and other types of data. Here we consider evaluation only on social network data, i.e., networks in which
nodes represent humans and links represent relationships.
There is thus a clear need for benchmarks based on modern, digitally extracted social network
datasets, however creating these is not straightforward. Researchers who gather a small dataset by
hand for the purpose of studying group behavior can confidently annotate their datasets with the ground
truth community structure. On the other hand, with the digitally extracted datasets it is nearly always
unclear how exactly one should define a ground-truth set of communities. In some cases, it might not
even be clear that such community structure exists in the data at all.
If we are to make progress in detecting community structure in modern datasets, then it is imperative
that we design benchmarks based on such data. In the next section, we review recent efforts in this
direction and propose how such a benchmark could be created.
3. Evaluation on digitally extracted networks
Recent efforts to benchmark the performance of community detection algorithms can broadly be placed
into three categories:
1. real-world benchmarks, such as Zachary’s Karate Club, where a dataset based on a social system
includes a natural set of ground-truth communities;
2. synthetic benchmarks, where data is artificially created according to some model which includes
a pre-defined set of ground-truth communities; and
3. task-oriented benchmarks, in which communities are used to help complete some task on real-
world data, such as graph compression, decentralized routing [26], or attribute inference [19].
The real-world benchmark is ideal, because clear problems exist with the other options. While using
synthetic data to benchmark an algorithm is better than nothing, it is unclear how to create synthetic data
that is realistic. Thus, even if an algorithm performs well on synthetic data, it may perform poorly on
real datasets. The problem with task-oriented benchmarks is that many types of structure may be useful
for solving a task, including structures that do not resemble network communities. Thus, the algorithm
that performs best on the task-oriented benchmark may not be finding communities at all, but something
else, e.g., the clusters identified by block modelling.
Due to these deficiencies, here we focus on the possibility of using real-world benchmark graphs
on digitally extracted data. Such a benchmark is typically carried out as in fig. 3. In the last section,
we mentioned that many of the smaller, hand-curated datasets include a natural ground truth set of
communities which can be used for real-world benchmarks. It is possible to construct this ground-truth
because a researcher (or team of researchers) has first-hand experience studying a relatively small social
system. For digitally-extracted datasets, no such experts exist, partly because the process of gathering
the dataset (which typically involves writing a web crawler or log-file parser) does not involve first-hand
contact with a social system, and partly because the dataset is simply too large for any individual to have
detailed knowledge of its structure.
Recent attempts to create a ground-truth set of communities for a large, digitally extracted social
network typically employ relevant meta-data—perhaps the most significant work in this direction is in
two recent papers from Yang and Leskovec [29, 30], who examine the social networks of LiveJournal,
Orkut, Friendster, and Ning. Each of these social network datasets includes groups of users explicitly
created by users. Another common type of social network data that includes an explicit ground-truth set
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FIG. 3: The straightforward way of benchmarking an algorithm using a network with a ground-truth set
of communities.
of communities is co-authorship networks, where attendance at conferences is used to define the ground
truth set of communities.
3.1 Problem: so-called ground truths are incomplete
We now come to this section’s central question: while one can certainly choose to define a ground truth
set of communities by using this meta-data, is this a sensible thing to do? In other words: should we
punish a community finding algorithm if it’s output does not match such a ground truth? We argue that
the ground truth set of communities which can be extracted from such meta-data is likely to be woefully
incomplete.
We substantiate this objection with a concrete example based on the Facebook100 dataset, intro-
duced by Traud et al. [27]. We choose our example from this dataset because because it is in many ways
an ideal dataset for a community detection benchmark: it comes from Facebook, which at the time the
data was collected in 2005, was extremely popular among college students, and thus the data provides
thorough coverage of the acquaintanceship among students. Furthermore, as the data was provided
directly by Facebook, the dataset is not based on a sample, but rather includes all Facebook friendships.
Finally, it includes meta-data based on the profile page of each user that indicates dorm membership,
gender, graduation year, and academic major.
As our particular example, we will examine the University of Chicago sub-network, which includes
6,591 nodes and 208,103 undirected edges. This sub-network is chosen because one of the authors has
first-hand experience of the social life there as an undergraduate and is even included in the dataset.
Furthermore, the residential “houses” are known to be of utmost importance to the social life at the
University of Chicago: upon entering the university, every student is required to spend at least one
year living in the dormitory system, and the friendships formed in this stage of college—for many
students, the first time living away from home—often endure for years. According to the University of
Chicago website, “each house represents a tight-knit community of students, resident faculty masters,
and residential staff, who live, relax, study, dine together at House Tables, engage, socialize, and learn
from each other” [2]. 2
2The meta-data does not explicitly indicate that the “dorm” meta-data represents the housing system at the University of
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FIG. 4: Upper pane: the adjacency matrix of the University of Chicago, with house membership high-
lighted (zoomable online). Lower pane: a zoomed in region suggests that sub-communities exist within
houses, and that macro-structure exists between houses.
The adjacency matrix of this network is displayed in the top pane of fig. 4. The nodes have been
ordered so that all nodes belonging to the same house are adjacent to each other. We can confirm that
the house meta-data is indeed relevant for friendships by noting when nodes are arranged in this order,
Chicago, but this is strongly suggested by the data itself, as the number of distinct values corresponds quite closely to the number
of houses and fraternity houses. At the time of data collection, the housing system consisted of 10 residence halls (physical
buildings) which were further subdivided into 37 houses, which typically represent a physically adjacent wing of a residence hall.
House sizes range from 100 to 37 students, with an average size of 70 [1]. Furthermore, there were somewhere between ten and
twenty fraternity houses. Thus some of the dorm meta-data may indicate fraternity membership.
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dense blocks form on the main diagonal.
However, to return to the central question of this section: should we use these dorms as the ground
truth set of communities in a benchmark? In other words: does the grouping of nodes by house cor-
respond to the grouping of network communities that exist in the network? The ordering of nodes in
fig. 4 not only blocks nodes by house, but also attempts to highlight any sub or meta-structure.3 We can
observe that within many of the houses there is clearly defined sub-structure. A few examples of this
sub-structure are highlighted in the brown squares in the bottom pane of fig. 4. We can also observe
that several of the houses together form one meta-community. An example of this meta-community is
highlighted in green in the same image. The twelve houses that belong to this meta-community could
represent houses that are physically co-located in the same residence hall.
We do not claim to have found the correct ground truth set of communities in fig. 4; there may
be alternative orderings of the adjacency matrix that highlight additional community structure. The
point we want to make is that if we were to simply use the houses as ground truth communities in a
benchmarking setting, then we would be using, at best, and incomplete ground truth, because it contains
neither the sub-structure nor meta-structure that is clearly visible in the adjacency matrix. We also stress
that the set of houses alone is not even approximately complete, because while there are only around
fifty blue squares, there are several times as many sub-communities visible. Thus, if a community
finding algorithm were to find all of the communities that are visible in the adjacency matrix, and then
evaluated by measuring how similar those found communities were to the ground truth of houses, the
two sets would not be very similar according to several common similarity measures. According such
a benchmark, the algorithm would therefore perform poorly, even though in fact it did a good job of
detecting communities.
Thus, even though on the face of it the housing meta-data appeared to provide a great ground-truth
for a community detection benchmark, it turns out that it is gravely incomplete. We should therefore
not build a benchmark based on the assumption that there is a one-to-one mapping between network
communities and houses. We also believe that similar problems apply to other digitally extracted social
network datasets. For example, in the annotated networks used in [29, 30], the ground-truth set of
communities is provided explicitly by users who typically create groups in an online social network
service. There may be many network communities that the users themselves are not even aware of, or
simply do not create explicitly groups for. Also, users may not be aware of meta-communities, as these
could include thousands of users.
3.2 Solution: Measure communities’ relation to meta-data rather than correspondence with it
Returning to the University of Chicago example, we ask: can we create any reasonable benchmark based
on the house meta-data? Certainly the houses are related to the community structure, but we are unsure
of the nature of this relationship. This relationship could be simple, for example, if a node is a member
of a given network community, then it is more likely to be a member of some house. Or this relationship
3To highlight sub-structure within each house, we performed the following steps: we first extracted the sub-graph induced by
each house (i.e., the edges contained in each blue-square in fig. 4) and then ran a community detection method on that sub-graph
(we used the Louvain method of modularity maximization [5], but many non-overlapping community detection algorithms would
also have been appropriate). We then arranged the nodes within each house block-wise by the network communities found in that
house’s sub-graph. To highlight meta-structure between dorms, we created a meta-graph by turning each house into one node in
the meta graph, and weighted the edges between nodes in the meta-graph by the total number of edges which connected houses
in the original graph. We then found communities on the meta-graph using the same method. Finally, we ordered the houses in
fig. 4 block-wise by the sets of houses that were identified as belonging to the same meta-community.
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could be more complex, for example, if a node is a member of a certain set of network communities
and at the same time not a member of some other set of network communities, then there is a high
probability of belonging to a certain house. Due to these possibilities, while we might know that certain
meta-data (such as the housing-meta data) is closely related to community structure, we often do not
know the exact nature of this relationship.
Algorithmically
Detected
Communities N
od
es
Features:
Communities
Labels:
Dorms
Test data
Train Data
Trained
Classifier
Model
Measure
Prediction
accuracy
FIG. 5: Procedure for a community-detection benchmark based on attribute inference.
Thus, we would like to create a benchmarking scheme which allows for a flexible relationship
between network communities and meta-data that we believe is closely related to community struc-
ture. In such a scheme, we do not want to assume we have knowledge of a complete ground-truth set of
communities.
We observe that the objective of machine learning is to come up with models that flexibly capture
the relationship between a set of features and some target attribute. In fact, machine learning models
are designed to be used precisely in situations where the relationship between the features and the target
attribute is complex and unknown. Building on this observation, we propose that one valid way to
incorporate meta-data into a benchmarking scheme is to treat the meta-data as a node attribute whose
value can be more easily inferred with a good set of network communities. In a way, we shift from a
ground-truth based benchmark to a task-oriented benchmark, where the task is to infer missing meta
data.
The benchmarking procedure that we propose is illustrated in fig. 5. The first step is to detect
communities with the algorithm which is being benchmarked. These detected communities are used
to build a community assignment matrix, where each row corresponds to a node, and each column
corresponds to a detected community. The values in this matrix are either one or zero—a value of one
at position (i, j) indicates that node i is a member of community j. The meta-data is used to label each
node’s class. With the community-assignment matrix as the feature matrix, and the meta-data as the
labels, we can then train a machine learning model in the usual manner, and use 10-fold cross validation
to measure the accuracy of the model.
The accuracy indicates how well the communities as features allow the meta-data to be inferred—
the higher the accuracy, the better the communities. This makes sense if we assume that the community
structure is closely related to the meta-data. However, there are some important conceptual objections
one could raise against this benchmarking scheme. First, all sorts of network features might be useful
for inferring missing meta-data, so the algorithm that performs best in such a benchmark may not even
be detecting network communities at all. Second, if a community detection algorithm produces several
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irrelevant communities, then many machine learning models are clever enough to simply ignore these.
Thus, a community detection algorithm will not necessarily be punished for producing a large set of
bogus communities. In fact, if one had infinite computing time and an ideal machine learning model,
then a trivial community detection algorithm would always obtain the top score: the algorithm that
produces all possible communities. Given all these communities, the ideal machine learning model
would discover which subset of communities allowed the most accurate inference of the meta-data.
We point out that any benchmarking scheme which is based on an incomplete ground-truth will
have the same problems, because given a detected community that does not correspond to anything in
the incomplete ground truth, one cannot say whether the community is invalid or whether it is valid but
not included in the ground truth.
Furthermore, while these objections are valid and need to be kept in mind when interpreting results,
we believe they can be addressed. One can ensure that the algorithm in question does in fact detect
network communities and that it does not detect bogus communities by running it on synthetic synthetic
benchmark networks with clear community structure in which the ground-truth is complete. In this con-
text, the synthetic benchmark networks are not used to determine which community detection algorithm
is the best, but rather as a sort of sanity check to make sure that the algorithm in question is in fact a
community detection algorithm and does not detect a large number of bogus communities. Thus, the
synthetic network used should have clear community structure that is relatively easy to detect.
One might argue that since the goal here is simply to measure how related the community assignment
matrix is to some meta-data, a simpler approach would be to use some measure of mutual information
between the community assignment matrix and the meta-data. If the community structure were a non-
overlapping partition, then this task would be straightforward—one could use the normalized mutual
information as defined in [7]. Because nodes can belong to several communities, this measurement
becomes more difficult. While the mutual information of groupings (as opposed to partitions) has been
defined (see [18] for an overview), these definitions do not take interactions between community mem-
bership into account. Because we believe that in social systems the relation between community mem-
bership and some target attribute may be more complex than allowed for by these measure of mutual
information, we choose instead to use machine learning models to measure this relation, as these strive
to form more flexible hypotheses about how a feature space is related to some target attribute.
We began this section by defining three types of benchmarks used to measure the performance of
community detection algorithms, and then explained why one would ideally use real-world networks
in which the complete ground truth was known. We then argued that the meta-data associated with
digitally-extracted networks is unfortunately likely to be incomplete, and therefore inappropriate for
real-world benchmarks. Thus, while in theory we would like to use real-world data with complete
ground truths, in practice no such datasets exist. Finally, we proposed an alternative benchmarking
scheme which includes both a task-oriented component and a “sanity check” component based on syn-
thetic data. In the next section, we carry out the proposed task-oriented benchmark in order to provide
a concrete example of what we have in mind, and to demonstrate that such a benchmarking scheme can
reveal insight into the behavior into the community detection algorithms.
4. Illustrative example: a benchmark based on Facebook data
The primary purpose of this section is to flesh out the benchmarking procedure outlined in fig. 5. Along
the way we also uncover problematic behavior exhibited by a few community detection algorithms; for
example, the Louvain and InfoMap methods seem to detect community structure only at a very coarse
level, even if hierarchical versions of these algorithms are used.
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Data and experiment design. First, a word on the data. In the last section, we illustrated an example
with a Facebook network representing acquaintanceships at the University of Chicago. As we mentioned
above, this network came from a larger dataset, the Facebook100 dataset from Traud et al. [27], which
includes Facebook data on 100 collegiate networks; these 100 networks are the data used here. These
networks range in size from 769 nodes and 17k edges to 36k nodes and 1.6m edges. The data has all of
the desirable characteristics described above, for example, it comes directly from Facebook and is not
sampled. Furthermore, the dataset includes node attribute information on five attributes: gender, year
of graduation, dormitory (as used in the last section), academic major, and high school. Note that no
edges exist between members of different networks, and that each network is treated independently of
the other networks.
Traud et al. found that two of these attributes had a close relationship with community structure:
year of graduation and dorm. Our benchmark will therefore contain two separate components: one
in which communities are used to infer dorm membership, and the other in which they are used to
infer year of graduation. For each combination of network, and algorithm, we first detect communities
and use them to build a community assignment matrix. Next, for each attribute, we use ten-fold cross
validation to measure how well a classifier can infer the attribute based on the community assignment
matrix.4 We measure a classifier’s accuracy by simply calculating the percentage of time that a classifier
correctly infers the attribute.
We reiterate that the assumption underlying benchmarks is that each of these attributes is closely
related to community structure, and so as the community assignment matrix tends to improve and more
closely resemble the unknown ground truth, this matrix will allow a machine learning classifier to more
accurate inference of missing attributes.
Classifier. Some of the community detection methods benchmarked here detect thousands of com-
munities on these networks, so it is essential that the classifier used performs well in situations with
thousands of features, otherwise our benchmark may be biased against methods which detect many
communities. After experimenting with several classifiers and feature selection schemes, we found that
an ensemble method called stochastic gradient boosting both performed best and was least sensitive to
large numbers of communities. In particular, we use the implementation provided in the Python package
scikit-learn [22], with the learning rate set to 0.005 and the number of trees set to 1000.5
Community detection methods tested. We benchmark four community detection algorithms: the
Louvain method of modularity maximization [5], the InfoMap method of map equation maximization
[23], the Link Community method (LC) [3], and the Greedy Clique Expansion algorithm (GCE) [16].
We choose the Louvain method and InfoMap because they are perhaps the two currently most popular
methods of community detection. We include the Link Community method and GCE because they both
claim to handle the case of overlapping communities particularly well, and we have reason to believe
that in the Facebook data most nodes could belong to multiple communities.
We used the author’s implementation of the Louvain method6, which allows for both flat and hierar-
4For some nodes, attribute values were missing; i.e., some Facebook users failed to mention on their profile which dorm they
lived in or which year they graduated. We simply leave these nodes out of the cross-validation.
5There were two more parameter values to set: we required at least five examples for a split in a decision tree (i.e., the
max samples subsplit parameter= 5) and set the subsampling rate to 0.4. We arrived at these values through experimentation,
choosing those values which maximized the performance of the classifier.
6https://sites.google.com/site/findcommunities/
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Dorm Accuracies Year Accuracies UChicago Stats
Method Histogram Mean Histogram Mean Median Smallest # Comms
gce15 47.0 65.0 43.0 266
infohier 32.7 57.2 171.0 114
louvain10 25.4 60.0 1016.0 27
linkcluster 27.9 38.5 4.0 10
Table 1: Performance of four community detection algorithms on inferring dorm and year of gradua-
tion. The “UChicago Stats” columns indicate some relevant statistics about communities found on the
University of Chicago’s Facebook network, whose adjacency matrix is displayed in fig. 4.
chical partitions, both of which will be considered below. We also used the author’s implementation of
the InfoMap algorithm7 presented in [23], which is designed to detect hierarchical community structure.
Likewise, we used the author’s C++ implementation of LC, which can detect either a flat or hierarchical
clustering, both of which will be tested below.8 Because LC often found vast numbers of extremely
small communities, we removed all communities containing fewer than four nodes or three edges. For
GCE, we used the author’s implementation,9 and set the value of the resolution parameter α to 1.5, as
this value was recommended for the Facebook data in previous work. We should note that because GCE
has a resolution that has been tuned to this type of data, it has an unfair advantage over the other algo-
rithms; however, in the latter part of this section we also try to optimally tune the resolution parameters
of the other methods.
Results. Results are presented in table 1. Note that training the classifier is computationally expensive,
and for this reason we run our benchmark on only the forty smallest universities. Furthermore, rather
than carrying out the evaluation of accuracy on all ten folds of the cross-validation scheme, we use
only three. 10 Thus, for each combination of community detection method and attribute, we detected
communities on the forty smallest networks, then trained classifiers to infer the attribute on three folds,
yielding a total of 120 classifiers. The “mean accuracy” columns presented in tables 1 to 3 therefore
indicate the average accuracy obtained by these 120 classifiers. We also show the distribution of these
120 accuracies with a histogram.
Turning to the results, we see that GCE has the best performance on inferring values for both the
dorm and year attributes; in particular, it performs substantially better than the other methods on the
dorm inference task. We observe that the Louvain and InfoMap methods detected a smaller number
of larger communities, whereas GCE tended to find more and smaller communities. We believe that
the Louvain and InfoMap methods performed poorly because they missed the fine-grained community
7http://www.tp.umu.se/˜rosvall/code.html
8https://github.com/bagrow/linkcomm
9https://sites.google.com/site/greedycliqueexpansion/
10Even so, our benchmark scheme took months to carry out on a machine with 32 cores—it required us to train 2400 classifiers
(ten community detection methods, three folds, forty universities, two attributes). Some of these classifiers were slow to train
because they needed to be trained on more than ten thousand features (a variation of the link-clustering method labeled below as
linkClusterCombined found by far the most communities and therefore the classifiers trained on these communities took up most
of the CPU time).
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Louvain Parameters Dorm Accuracies Year Accuracies UChicago Stats
Markov Time Multi-level Histogram Mean Histogram Mean Median Smallest # Comms
1.0 25.4 60.0 1016.0 27
1.0 X 27.2 61.1 923.0 97
0.5 X 33.5 62.2 231.0 151
0.2 X 42.7 63.5 93.0 254
Table 2: Performance of variations of the Louvain method of modularity maximization—the left-most
column indicates the value of “Markov time” used. Markov time is a resolution parameter; when set to
1.0, the original definition of modularity is recovered. The second column indicates whether a flat cut
was used on the dendrogram, or all inner nodes of the dendrogram were used as communities.
structure.
We can demonstrate this point by returning to the example of the University of Chicago that was
presented in fig. 4. The “UChicago Stats” section of the table indicates the number of communities
found on the University of Chicago’s Facebook network—this is helpful because we have already seen
from the adjacency matrix in fig. 4 that this network contains at least several dozen (perhaps hundreds) of
network communities, and that nodes appear to belong to both small and large communities. To calculate
the “median smallest” column, for each node we first recorded the size of the smallest community it
belonged to, and then we took the median of this distribution. This column indicates that the Louvain
and InfoMap methods failed to place most nodes into any small communities, whereas GCE did typically
place nodes into smaller communities. We would expect these fine-grained communities to be useful for
inferring dorm attribute, because the partition formed by dorm membership includes more and smaller
groups than the one formed by the year attribute.
The LC method behaved strangely on the UChicago network and several of the other networks:
the vast majority of the communities found were signleton communities (containing one edge and two
nodes), and only ten of the detected communities contained four or more nodes. It appears that the
cut made in the dendrogram produced by this network was made at too low of a level—we will try to
remedy this problem below by making cuts at several levels and combining the communities from each
cut. First, we will see if we can improve the performance of the Louvain method by tuning it to detect
finer-scale structure.
The Louvain method and multi-scale community detection. To further investigate whether the Lou-
vain method’s poor performance is due to missing communities at the smallest scale, we perform addi-
tional experiments. The scores for the Louvain method presented in table 1 are based on the optimal flat
partitioning. However, as the Louvain method is based on an agglomerative, hierarchical clustering, one
can also include communities from all levels of the dendrogram, not just the flat cut which optimizes
modularity. Blondel et al., the authors of the Louvain method [5], claim that the method “unfolds a com-
plete hierarchical community structure for the network,” which suggests that the algorithm should detect
community structures on all scales. In the second row of table 2, we present the results when commu-
nities detected at all levels are used. We note that the accuracy increases slightly, and that the number
of communities found increases—for example, on the University of Chicago network, the number of
communities increased from 27 to 97.
The findings of [9] indicate that to find community structure at all resolutions, the very definition
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of modularity should be parameterized with a parameter called “Markov time.” We test this claim by
checking whether such a parameterized version of modularity can yield fine-grained communities that
improve accuracy. We use the implementation by Renault Lambiotte, which is fortunately based on
the very same implementation of the Louvain method and so allows for direct comparison.11 We set the
resolution parameter to 0.5 and 0.2, which are values that should detect community structure on a smaller
scale than the unparameterized version of modularity used above, which implicitly sets this value to 1.0.
For each of these values, we extract all communities from the dendrogram, as described in the last
paragraph. We observe that when the Markov time is decreased, the number of communities detected
increases and the accuracy increases significantly for the dorm attribute. As the dorm attribute is more
closely associated with finer-scale community structure, this indicates that the resolution parameter does
indeed help to find community structure on a smaller scale.
This finding suggests that when modularity maximization techniques are used, then in order to find
community structure at smaller scales, it is not enough simply to use a hierarchical clustering tech-
nique and make cuts at all levels in the resulting dendrogram. Rather, the very definition of modularity
itself must be parameterized with a resolution parameter. While there is much theoretical literature on
“resolution limit” inherent in modularity, here we find strong empirical evidence of this limit.
Our findings here also place the results of Traud et al. [27] into doubt. They analyzed the com-
munity structure in the Facebook100 network using a modularity maximization technique, but paid no
consideration to the resolution limit. Traud et al. found that in larger universities, year of graduation was
more relevant for community structure than dormotory assignment. Our results indicate that this finding
is likely not inherent in the data, but rather due to a limitation of modularity maxmimization techniques:
in larger networks, a naı¨ve application of these techniques does not detect finer-grained communities.
The importance of a resolution parameter for modularity raises the question of whether InfoMap
could also perform better if its objective function, the Map Equation, were parameterized with a reso-
lution parameter. As mentioned above, while the implementation of InfoMap that we used is designed
to detect community structure at all relevant resolutions, tended to detect only larger communities.
Along the lines of the parameterized definition of modularity discussed above, recent work in [25] has
parameterized the Map Equation (which InfoMap optimizes) with a resolution parameter by modify-
ing the Markov time used to compute the stationary distribution of the random walk. We tried to use
their implementation, but encountered unexpected behavior and results that were worse than with the
unparameterized InfoMap.12 We believe that these results are related to implementation rather than the
conceptual modifications, and therefore do not report these results.
Combining multiple runs to find structure at all scales. Leaving InfoMap aside, each of the three
other algorithms has a resolution parameter: for the Louvain method, we have the Markov time, for
the LC method we have the threshold at which to cut the hierarchical clustering of edges, and GCE
has a parameter α which is built into its local objective function. In order to detect communities at all
scales, one could run the algorithm multiple times using different values for the resolution parameter,
and then combine the results. In our final experiment, we check whether such a procedure increases the
performance on the benchmark. We combine runs of the Louvain method where the Markov time is set
to t = 0.1, t = 0.2, ..., t = 1.0 and ; we combine runs of LC where the threshold for the cut is set to each
integer-valued percentage point between 1 and 100, and we combine runs of GCE where α is set to 0.8,
11Available at http://www.lambiotte.be/codes.html
12In particular, when the resolution parameter of the parameterized InfoMap is set to 1.0, then the original InfoMap should be
recovered, but this was not the case.
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Dorm Accuracies Year Accuracies UChicago Stats
Method Histogram Mean Histogram Mean Median Smallest # Comms
linkClusterCombined 44.7 61.3 5.0 15731
gceCombinedE500 53.4 75.3 22.0 890
louvainCombined 50.8 73.6 59.0 278
Table 3: Results for when each algorithm is run several times—with different values for the resolution
parameter–and the distinct communities from all runs are combined. Note the large improvement for
the dorm attribute when compared to table 1.
1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, and 2.2.
When combining several runs of a community detection algorithm, the resulting set of communities
can contain a very large set of near-duplicate communities. For example, in a single run, the LC method
finds over 100,000 communities on some of the Facebook100 networks, so when several runs are com-
bined, this number can reach into the millions. The vast majority of these millions of communities are
near-duplicates of other communities, an undesirable property in most settings, and one which in the
current context makes the training of the classifier computationally expensive. When we combine sev-
eral runs of an algorithm, we therefore remove the near duplicates by following the procedure outlined
in section 2 of [16], setting ε to 0.5; this technique basically removes communities that have a Jaccard
similarity of greater than 0.5 with any communities of equal or lesser size.
The results of this final experiment are displayed in table 3. We see that each method has benefitted
by combining the results of multiple runs at different settings of the resolution parameter.
We now wrap up this demonstration benchmark with a summary of our findings. Many commu-
nity detection techniques strive to be parameter free so that they can automatically detect communities
without requiring a user to experiment with different parameter values [12]. While this is a worthy
goal, the results of this section indicate that to achieve good performance, one must tweak the resolution
parameter of every method tested here. If we compare the results in table 1 with those in table 3, we
see that if one simply trusts the algorithm to automatically set the resolution parameter, then the method
may in practice struggle to find structure at all relevant levels. For example, the naive application of the
Louvain method produces a set of communities which allow a classifier to infer the dorm attribute with
an accuracy of only 25.6%, whereas by combining multiple runs with different values of the Markov
time parameter, one can obtain an accuracy of 50.4%. This dramatic increase in performance (as well
as our analysis above) indicates that the naive application of the algorithm failed to detect much of the
finer-grained community structure.
5. Conclusion
In section 2, we distinguished between digitally extracted networks and small, hand-curated networks,
and we argued that these two types of data differ in important ways. We also pointed out that although
the recent wave of community detection methods are supposed to work on digitally extracted networks,
in practice the only real data they are tested on are small, hand-curated networks. As a result, we
are unaware of whether these methods work on digitally extracted networks. This situation is caused
in large part by the lack of digitally extracted networks with acceptable ground-truth data; indeed, in
section 3 we showed that even in cases where it appears that one may have a reasonable ground truth
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set of communities, this ground truth is likely to be quite incomplete, and therefore unsuitable for a
straightforward benchmark such as the one depicted in fig. 3. In that section we also proposed an
alternative benchmarking scheme that is appropriate for the case where one has only an incomplete
ground-truth. Finally, in section 4 we employed this alternative benchmarking scheme.
The results in section 4 demonstrate how the inference-based benchmarking scheme we proposed in
section 3 can reveal limitations of community finding algorithms. The benchmarks indicate that some
of the most popular community detection methods struggle to detect communities at smaller scales. We
note that this problem did not emerge when these methods were benchmarked on small, hand-curated
networks, and this suggests that we cannot assume that just because a community detection method
works well on small, hand-curated networks like Zachary’s Karate Club, it does not mean it will work
as well on digitally-extracted networks.
An unfortunate drawback of the benchmarking approach presented here is its complexity. The
benchmarking workflow involves components that are not directly related to community detection—
such as classifiers—which add extra parameters whose values must be set with care. While this com-
plexity is unfortunate, we feel that the simpler approach of treating meta-data as if it contained a com-
plete ground truth, as in [29, 30], is even more problematic because it may unfairly punish a community
algorithm for detecting a valid network community that does not exist in an incomplete ground truth.
One benefit of this benchmarking approach is that it indicates a practical problem for which network
communities are useful. We can confirm that network communities are in fact useful for inferring
missing attribute values.13
While it is not the primary concern of this paper and so we will not go into great detail on the
matter, we note that we also conducted further experiments in which the goal was not to benchmark
community detection algorithms, but rather to infer attribute values as accurately as possible. In these
experiments we included two additional types of node features that one would almost certainly use in
practice. First, each node had features indicating its attributes such gender, academic major, year of
graduation, and dorm (of course, we left out the attribute which we were trying to infer). Second,
each node had features indicating the percentage of its friends who had each attribute value; e.g., the
percentage of friends that were male or female, and the percentage of friends in each possible academic
major. We found that these two simple feature types allowed for more accurate classification than
network communities. When we combined all three feature types (i.e., each node’s attributes, its friends
attributes, and the network communities to which it belonged), the accuracy improved only slightly (by
less than 1%) over the case where we left out the network communities altogether.
Thus, if one were trying to infer the missing attribute values in the Facebook100 dataset, one could
obtain quite good results even if one ignored network communities altogether and use simpler features
based simply on node attributes the distribution of these attributes in each node’s egocentric network.
While this may be a rather gloomy finding for champions of community detection, we note that this
finding does not indicate the network communities are useless, but rather that in the particular case of
the Facebook100 dataset, these two other features simply happen to contain information which is very
useful for inferring missing attribute values.
13The accuracy with which we could infer missing node attributes should be taken with a grain of salt. In our scheme, we
measured this accuracy by holding out data from nodes whose labels were known, whereas in practice, one would want to infer
values for nodes with unknown labels. It could be these nodes with missing labels differ from the nodes with known labels, and as
a result, the accuracy of inferring their labels might differ. Because our objective was simply to measure how related community
structure is to meta-data—and not to accurately measure how well we can infer missing data in practice—this limitation is not
problematic for the work presented here, but should be borne in mind by those who are interested in attribute inference for its own
sake.
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We conclude by noting that while the benchmarking here was based on the task of inferring missing
node attributes that we believe to be closely related to community structure, one could construct con-
ceptually similar benchmarks based on different tasks. One natural example would be to use network
communities to perform supervised link prediction ; this is a natural fit because presumable the processes
responsible for link formation are closely related to the processes which form network communities.
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